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About This Game

The world of Lumina is in danger. Thieves have stolen the four Elemental eggs ! I, queen of the darkness need your help to
bring them back before the Awakening of the Dragons. A fantastic journey awaits you through 200 magic levels. Defeat your

enemies with powerful spells, and find enough gold to restore Lumina. Get ready to embark on this epic adventure.

- 200 magic levels !
- Boost your gameplay as you restore the world.

- 3 game modes including combats against various characters.
- Point and click scenes and hidden objects scenes.

- 40 Challenges with different match-3 modes.
- Many achievements and bonuses to unlock.
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While not being the best point and click adventure out there it is certainy not the worst either, it has exelent graphics (better than
in most of the pac-adventures). Unfortunately it also comes with some minor problems, the UI is sometimes laggy when you
click a puzzle to rotate (pipe puzzle), you sometimes leave the active puzzle because some parts are to low on the screen and the
game interprets this as leave, some puzlles have an item almost completely obscured so its impossible to see and find it (unless
you click like a fool on every single spot on the screen).
I really miss voice acting in this adventure (though that can also ruin a game if done wrong).
That being said, I did have a nice time playing this game and it is worth your time if you love point and click's.. A good
expansion if you want some new caracters, followers and enemies. Will say it is a better buy than Dungeon, but not as good as
The Reaper. Recomended to people wanting a little diferent experiense, without to many diferenses from the main game. The
main diferense is the battle with the Ice Queen at the crown of comand, with forces you to grind more than in the main game.
Can make the game crash if you play online, so you may want to wait til it works properly before you buy it. all in all a good buy
(especially if you get it on sale). uhm. this is way better than I thought it would be. Get it

10/10 vaporwave simulator. I discovered this game in 1999. I have spent countless hours with it. It was my initiation to turned
based games. It is easy to master, and wonderful in it's concept. You can still play it on windows 7 without major problems.. The
aesthetic and theme of Papers, Please, but with none of the compelling gameplay or clear cause and effect.. ERROR ON
WINDOWS 10 and not playable, strange thought it was working fine before.
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Hectic gameplay. Cartoon graphics Fun for the whole family.. Being a fan of the movies, I really enjoyed playing this game, it
was a bit clunky, and the fighting gets a bit repeditive, but I would still recomend this game. If anything I was a little let down on
the actual "play area". the forced alley-style level maps leave little for fighting space, and kinda make me dizzy with the camera
constantly flipping around. 7/10. This is a genuinely terrible broken game. I had hilarious fun trying to complete just the tutorial
with very little information on how to do things, while bots with funny running animations and auto-aim with insta-kill bullets
shoot you with very little warning. I'd say it's just a tad above unplayable, but the levels are certainly unpassable.. A mini-
Harvest Moon game with the H element that you want badly from those games. I think.. Game is Unplayable due to constant
crashes.. More challenges are always great!. At first, the game simply crashed. So I was about to give up on it, when I
remembered its Early Access. So I gave it another go, determined to not like it really based on it locking my computer on a
black screen. So yes I did have to restart the game a few times to progress through it.

I've now been sitting at my PC playing it none stop. Yes its unpolished. I have read some reviews stating they had issues with the
musical notes. I'm not a musician but the developers have left a note lying around on a table giving us a quick guide to musical
notes, so I did infact open the safe, which I grant you is annoying. I also did not find the paper until after I'd opened the safe (via
surfing the internet)

My main advice in this game is give it a chance, the storyline does grow and it is very in keeping with the atmosphere, there are
no over the top scares but its the subtle ones that will have your mind playing tricks on you. I don't need to tell you what the
game is about, you can read the description for that. You don't realise it but you are afraid to enter the next room do to the way
the game cleverly plays out. As an early access game I highly recommend it.

. This is clicker heroes laid out differently, I like it :P. Bought this one to support the developer because CPU::Cores has helped
a lot at my games and Tim is very helpful.

If you have any questions, you ask it at the discussions he'll answer your question if he's online.

Most devs don't do that. :). Tons of fun, just like the Fallout franchise before 3 came out... (well maybe not as complex
concerning combat only but damn close enough). Its free. Its fun.

---> All the negative reviews concerning energy mechanics are FALSE. I've played for 2 days straight now.
---> People need to fix their reviews. If it was like this previously, THEN KUDOS TO THE DEV TEAM FOR LISTENING...
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